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DECISION, ORDER
and

MODIFICATION OF UNITS

Each of the four supervisory employees of the University of
Connecticut filed a petition asking to be removed from a non-
professional unit of employees, t h e n represented for collec-
tive bargaining b

4;
.a

Association (CSEA
coalition of Connecticut State Employees

and Connecticut Employees' Union f'Independent't
(CEUI) and to be placed in the non-faculty professional unit
presently represented by Connecticut Professional Employees Asso-
ciation (CPEA). The four petitions were consolidated and heard
together before the Board on July 3, 1979.  At this hearing the
petitioners appeared and were represented by counsel. The State
did not appear but wrote the following letter to the Board's
agent:

Please be advised that the State of Connecticut will
not participate in the hearing to be conducted before
the Board on Tuesday, July 3, 1979 upon the question
of representation raised by the petitions designated
SE-5107, SE-5108, SE-5109 and SE-5110. As long as the
four individuals are treated collectively by the Board
for purposes of unit placement, the State will accept
whatever decision the Board considers most appropriate.

The University appeared by John L. Horvath III, assistant director
of personnel, and CEUI appeared by its staff representative, Frank
Ciarcia. All parties were fully heard and leave was given to file
briefs. A written brief was filed on behalf of petitioners and a
written statement of position on behalf of the University.

The Hearing

At the hearing the evidence showed that the petitioners hold
important supervisory positions* in the University's division of
physical plants which reports to the assistant vice president for
finance and control. 'Lley  had all been placed in the non-profes-
sional service, maintenance, building trades and crafts unit (NP-2)

-defined in the Board's regulations thus:

This constitutes a traditional blue collar unit and
includes all employees not engaged in clerical admin-
.istrative  or office-related tasks excepting employees
engaged in security, law enforcement or health care.

The issue presented is whether the petitioners, or any of them,
are "professional employees" within the meaning of the Act which
defines such employee in the following terms:

(1) Any employee engaged in work

(i) predominantly intellectual and varied in
character as opposed to routine mental, manual,
mechanical or physical work;

(ii) involving the consistent exercise or discretion
and judgment in its performance;

(iii) of such a character that the output produced
or the result accomplished cannot be standardized
in relation to a given time period;

* They were referred to as "department heads" but that term, if
appropriate here, is used in a different sense from the one that
it carries in the 1978 amendment to MERA. P.A. No. 70-375.
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(iv) requiring knowledge of an advanced type in a
field of science or learning customarily acquired
by a prolonged course of specialized intellectual
instruction and study in an institution of higher
learning or a hospital, as distinguished from a
general academic education or from an apprcntice-
ship or from training in the performance of routine
mental, manual or physical processes; or

(2) any employee who has completed the course of
specialized intellectual instruction and study described
in subsection (c)(l)(iv)  and is performing related work
under the supervision of a professional person to qualifqr
himself to become a professional employee as defined in
subsection (c)(l).

The evidence taken at the hearing showed that all four of
the petitioners meet the first three of these criteria. Their
work is "predominantly intellectual and varied in character as
opposed to routine, mental, manual, mechanical or physical t/orlc.t'
It involves "the consistent exercise of discretion and judgment
in its performance." It is "Of such a character that the output
produced or the result accomplished cannot be standardized in
relation to a given time period."

The only question is raised by the fourth criterion. The
function of these employees requires knowledge of a fairly "ad-
vanced type in a field of science or learning" but it is not so
clear that it is of a kind tOcustomarily  acuuired  by a prolonged
course of specialized intellectual instruction and study in an
institution of higher learning." eon the other hand, the knowledge
possessed by and required of these employees is not the kind that
would be derived "from a general academic education or from an
apprenticeship'or from training in the performance of routine
mental, manual or physical processes."

The term professional has many meanings in our current
language. Our job here is to ascertain and apply the meaning
of the Legislature. In sports/athletics a professional is con-
trasted with an amateur to denote a participant who is paid for
his performance. That is clearly not what the Legislature had
in mind here. There is also a broad common meaning well expressed
by one of the witnesses at the hearing as "doing the job compe-
tently in the best way possible, If you do the job well, you are
a professional at i-t whatever it is," (Tr. 50). The word is
often used that way. Many of us are familiar with the dishwasher
who advertises Ajax on TV and his punch line: I'Professionally
speaking..." Many of us have seen Une legend on back of trucks
"Our drivers are professionals.1l

In contrast to this broad usage is a much narrower and
probably older one: the word "profession" is often used to denote
one of the so-called "learned professions.lt Not so long ago the
list of these was a short one: the ministry, teaching, law, and
medicine were the prototypes. The professions, in this sense,
were contrasted with careers in farming, business, trade, or manu-
facturing - or the crafts (even the very skilled crafts). Tradi-
tionally there was a modicum of snobbishness attached to the con-
cept of the profession - a false pride. There was also a better
side: the notion, never fully realized, that put more emphasis
on the giving of service than the getting of reward.

As time has gone on the list of accepted professions has
broadened. It long included the architect, the dentist, and the
engineer. Today most people would include registered nurses* and

* The first formal training school for nurses was instituted at
the Kaiserswerth Hospital in Germany in the 19th century. It was
there that l?lorence  Nightingale received her training in 1851.
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dental hygienists as well as doctors and dentists. And the demar-
cation between business and the professions has become blurred as
business and industry have drawn increasingly on scientific method
and research. Scientists in the great industrial laboratories are
regularly recognized as professionals, and the accountant became
so recognized in the latter half of the last century.*

In using the term "professional employee" in the Act, the
Legislature clearly did not intend it to have the broadest popular
meaning that would include doing anything '*in the best way possible."
The carefully drawn criteria - especially the fourth - indicate
that it was referring to the learned professions. On the other
hand, it seems just as clear that the Legislature did not mean to
include in the term only the short list of callings that would have
been recognized as professional in the 18th century. We believe
that the statutory criteria are meant to be elastic enough to accom-
modate changes in the concept of professionalism that are currently
taking place. One of these changes has been in the nature of what
is offered by educational institutions as "course/s/ of specialized
intellectual instruction and study in an institute%  of higher learn-
ing." Business and business administration were once the antithesis
of the professional. Today great institutions of learning (e.g.,
University of Pennsylvania and Harvard) have whole schools devoted
to these subjects. Accounting, first recognized as a profession in
the second half of the 19th century, is now the subject of courses
in many universities. Callings that were scarcely identified in
the early 19th century are now accepted as professions. The social
worker, the guidance counselor, and the psychologist furnish examples.

In their brief petitioners urge that "the test employed by the
Legislature is a functional as opposed to titular" test. (PO 3).
We find this only partly true. We think the Legislature intended
to include as professional all those callings that have become
accepted as the "learned professions " because of SDecialized  or
advanced degree requirements (or their equivalents) under a state
system of licensing. To that extent the test is "titular." If
an employer requires that a position be filled by a member of the
bar, that position is professional (within the meaning of the Act)
though its actual functions are largely routine and repetitive.**

-. Under the 'ftitular"  or calling test, only one of the positions
in question is professional; that of the chief of landscape design
and operations. She must be a registered landscape architect within
two years of being hired. To become one a person must have grad-
uated from an accredited school in landscape architecture, served
an internship of two years working under a practicing landscape
architect, and passed a national examination. (Tr. 12, 13). The
background of the present incumbent "includes horticultural know-
ledge, geology, engineering and ecology." (Tr. 9). The other
petitioners do not hold positions that fall within the traditional
professions. They are chief of facilities maintenance, chief of
building services, and chief of utilities. When asked what his
profession was one of them replied, "general contractor." (Tr. 34).
However great the expertise reauired of a general contractor it is
not the kind "customarily acquired by a prolonged course of spe-
cialized intellectual instruction and study in an institution of
higher learning."

* The profession was first recognized in Britain in 1854 when the
Society of Accountants in Edinburgh was given a royal charter.
The first such society in this country was founded in New York.
In 1896 the legislature of that state authorized the State Univer-
sity to confer the title of certified public accountant on those
who passed a test,

** This would be an unusual case. As a general thing the titular
professional performs professional functions.
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This is not the end of the matter. We agree with petitioners
that if a person's functions, in actual practice, utilize--the kind
of knowledge of an advanced type in a field of science or learning
of the kind specified in the Act he may be a statutory professional
without regard to his title. The key to professionalism on this
basis, it seems to us, is the ability to bring to bear on the
problems of a job a body of theoretical or conceptual knowledge
as distinguished from the know-how that may be gained by experience
without a thorough understanding of underlying principles. That
is not to say that nrinciples  may not be learned through experience;
much depends on individual attitudes and perceptions. As Oscar
Wilde put it, experience "is an instinct about life." After all,
Newton and Newton's dog, Diamond, both saw the same apple fall -
both had the same visual experience.

An excellent example of professionalism on this basis is
furnished by the case of Farnsworth. His title is chief of
building services - surely not a traditional professional calling.
He is in charge of custodial operations (which again does not
suggest a profession). But he has brought to bear on custodial
problems a truly scientific and inquiring mind and methods. He
has spent over a year to carry out time and motion studies of
simple custodial tasks (e.g., sweeping floors, emptying ashtrays)
after the manner of Frederick W. Taylor, pioneer in scientific
management. For this project Farnsworth read the literature in
the field. When asked on cross-examination whether the progress
and gains he had made in cleaning techniques were not primarily
the product of trial and error, Farnsworth replied:

There is an awful lot of inventiveness involved.
For instance, I can give you an examole of a very
serious problem labor-wise for the University right now.
Right now in the dormitories there is really no good
way to clean showers, It sounds very simple but you
have got to realize for each shower there is probably
60 to 123 people a day using them and there is a great
buildup of soap and body oils. We have been working
on the problem for about a year in fits and starts and
I know the direction we are going to take. We are going
to find somewhere along the line an answer in the ph of
the body oil and chemicals we use, probably a two dif-
ferent chemical approach. We are trying to find a
chemical met!lod rather than a "rub and scrub" method.
It was the same method when we developed a method for
upholstery cleaning. It is fabulous. I am writing an
article on it now. I knew we would find a way akin to
our own method of shampooing carpets so we worked in
that direction. We didn't go off in one hundred dif-
ferent ways of trial and error, We knew somewhere in
that same direction that we tried in the rug shampooing
for instance we were going to find the answer and we did.

Incidentally, that one didn't take very long, a
couple of weeks and we had it.

Farnsworth has substantial qualifications both in terms of
formal education and experience. He served 22 years in the Navy
and retired as master chief engine man. During his Navy career
he attended and graduated from Connecticut College with a BA in
political science. He has taught in vocational schools. He was
a technical writer for Electric Boat where he "wrote manuals for
the new trident class of submarines for mechanical systems." (Tr.
42). He started work on a master's degree at the University of
Hartford (before moving to Storrs). He has taken non-credit
courses in airconditioning and refrigeration, submarine diesel
school, compressed gases school. He is currently taking a course
in solar hearing at the University. Farnsworth's job description
calls for a bachelor's degree in engineering or equivalent.

From all this we find that Farnsworth, whatever his title,
is engaged in work that, as he actually,performs  it in practice,



requires the kind of knowledge that is referred to in the fourth
statutory criterion. He understands and applies the basic
scientific principles that underlie the daily tasks of himself
and the employees under his charge.

The cases of Edward Hauschild, chief of facilities main-
tenance, and Henry I3. Murdoch, Jr., chief of utilities, are close
to the borderline. Their positions, like that of Farnsworth,
fall outside the professional category so far as title is con-
cerned; they are not in any of the recognized professional
callings. Nor was there any substantial evidence to indicate
that they applied to their work the broad knowledge of scientific
principles that Farnsworth does. Clearly both are highly quali-
fied supervisors but their qualifications appear to stem from
practical working knowledge rather than from the kind specified
in the statute. This does not disparage its value; the practical
man can do many things more usefully than the theoretical man
who lacks practical know-how. The qualifications may be equally
important but they are different and that difference is made
critical by the statutory language.

The educational background of Hauschild and Murdoch was also
different from that of Farnsworth. Neither of these petitioners
had a college degree though Hauschild had taken some college
credit courses and Murdoch had taken courses in vocational schools
and has an electrical master's license and a heating master's
license. Hauschild considered his profession to be that of a
general contractor; Murcoch  would like to think of himself "as
just a cut below a qualified electrical engineer." (Tr. 67).

We find that the evidence falls short of showing that Hauschild
and Murdoch are professional employees within the meaning of the
Act. ,

Some additional comments are required to respond to points
urged by one or more of the parties.

Petitioners laid much stress on their supervisory functions.
These are beyond doubt but they do not indicate that the employees
are professional. In their brief petitioners acknowledge that the
supervisory nature of a position does not make it professional but
urge that "the  supervisory nature of Lthes$tasks  Lzs7  not irrele-
vant to the determination of whether or not the work %s predominantly
intellectual or involving consistent exercise of discretion or
judgment in its performance." (1~.  4). Perhaps not, but the issue
here turns on the fourth criterion, and to this the supervisory
characterof their positions is irrelevant.

The State conditions its non-objection to a Board decision
(either way) upon the treatment of the four petitioners collectively
and perhaps this is part of what the University means in the cryptic
reference to t'fragmentation It in its statement of position. On this
score two points should be noted. The Act does caution against
over fragmentation, section 5475(b)(l)(ii),  but this we take to
be a caution against the proliferation of bargaining units. In
this sense our order will entail no further fragmentation. Only
two bargaining units are involved in this dispute and however we
decide it the same two bargaining units will remain on the scene;
there will be no more; there will simply be a shifting of one or
more individuals from one unit to the other.

The objections go beyond this point, however. The University
cites section IO-122 of the General Statutes which vests in the
University Board of Trustees the sole jurisdiction over the
"selection, appointment ,...amount  of compensation,...termination
of service . ..of the individual members of the professional staff..."
and provides that ttsuch board shall determine who constitutes the
professional staff...."
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If this were the only governing stetute  it would support the
University's contention that the Board of Trustees, rather than
this Board, has the jurisdiction to decide whether petitioners are
professional employees. That is not the case, however, The later
State Employee Relations Act charges this Board with the duty to
"determine the appropriateness" of bargaining units of State
employees and specifically forbids it to "decide that any unit is
appropriate if Li&7  includes both professional and non-professional
employees, unless a majority of such professional employees vote
for inclusion in such unit." Sec. 5-275(b)(2).  Moreover, the
Act also expressly sets out the definition of l'professional
employee" to be used in administering the Act. This, we believe,
charges us with the duty, as well as the power, to decide whether
petitioners are professional employees for the purpose of allocat-
ing them to a bargaining unit. Further, it requires us to make
this decision by applying the statutory criteria. The later
collective bargaining statute "divests the Ltrustees-/ of some
of the discretion which they otherwise could exercise under the
provisions of" the earlier statute. West Hartford Education Assn.
v. Deco\=, 162 Conn. 506, 584 (1972). It may well be that the
University  trustees retain the power to decide petitioners' pro-
fessional status for any other purpose and to apply its own
criteria in doing so.

The University's objection also has another thrust. Appar-
ently, petitioners are "classified" emoloyees  (for some purpose
not clearly spelled out) while orofessional  employees are generally
"unclassified". Whatever  the significance of this distinction may
be for the University's internal administration, the Act does not
give it any significance whatever for the purpose of defining
appropriate units. It may also be,that  the University's "career
ladder concept" will be disturbed or even jeocardized  by our
classifying two of the petitioners as professional. This was
suggested by a witness but there was no attempt to show just what
it means or just how the disruption or jeopardy would be brought
about. In any event tine statutory criteria seem to allow no room
for such a consideration; it is apparently one of convenience and
this can scarcely override a statutory command though it might
have weight in guiding discretion.

Modification and Order

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecti-
cut State Board of Labor Relations by the Act Concerning Collective
Bargaining for State Employees, it is hereby

I. DETERMINED, that the Non-Faculty Professional Unit at the
University of Connecticut is e.xpanded  to include the Chief of Land-
scape Design and Cperations and the Chief of Building Services,
and it is further

DETERMINED, that the (MP-2) Service, Maintenance, Building
Trades and Craf-ts Unit is modified to exclude the Chief of Landscape
Design and Operations and the Chief of Building Services, and it is

SE-5
II. ORDERED, that the petitions in Cases No. SE-5107 and No.

110 be, and the same hereby are, dismissed.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELP.TIONS

B Y s/ Fleming James, Jr.
Fleming James, Jr., Chairman

:
s/ Kenneth A. Stroble
Kenneth A. Stroble

s/ Patricia V. Low
Patricia V, Low
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